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29 October 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Chief, Security Analysis Group

SUBJECT : Documents Relating to the Kennedy
Assassination

1. In response to your request, the undersigned and 
Michael E. Schneeberger reviewed the eighteen volumes of 
covert security file #262 622 relating to the custodial 
handling of Yuriy Noscnko. In addition to the eighteen 
volumes, various unnumbered files relating to site plans 
for the various safe sites used in this case and adminis
trative files relating to expenses incurred and other 
miscellaneous items were also reviewed.

2. As a result of these reviews, the attached documents 
were located which make mention of Noscnko's being debriefed 
concerning Lee Harvey Oswald. Additionally, a memorandum 
datcd-1-1 March- 1964 from tfae District Field. Office , (DF„O) was 
also located which gives a summary of information wh'ich 
Noscnko provided to DFO personnel during casual conversation. 
One of the items in this memorandum is the lengthy discussion 
of Nosenko’s knowledge of Oswald.

Raymond M. Reardon 
Security Analysis Group

Atts

Document Number
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6 July 1964 Report

On 2 July Mssrs. NOBLE, WESTRELL end BENNETT visited the site. 
The present air conditioning situation is satisfactory. rMr.l-TcMAirON; 
arrived at noon in a "panic”, had to speak to Subject immediately and 
did so until 13^5 hours, discussion a Morman Mihailovich BORODIN 
(phonetic) and his family. While McT'IA!ION.'was there SR Division 
called and pressed the matter even harder. (McMAHON) then returned to 
Headquarters and came back to the site again at about 1645 hours. He 
expects to remain about ^flours.

On 3 July an interrogation of Subject by RYAN l ook place from 
1230~'t‘6’ I53O hours. Discussion dealt with the OSWALD case.

On 4-5 July all custodial procedures were routine. Subject did 
try to "bum” a cigarette from a DFO man (Subject is getting smokes 
during interrogation sessions).

Division doesn’t plan to visit Subject on 6 July according to 
latest reports. ...

8 July 1964 Report .••••_

No visitors at the site on 7 July. Subject ate all meals, was 
given a bath in the evening. All custodial procedures normal and 
routine.

13 July 1964 Report

Custodial procedures were routine during the weekend of 11-12 July.

14 July 1964 Report

On 13 Jiy Case Officer (McLVUIQN] interrogated the Subject from 
1530 hours to 1720 hours (subjects of discussion unknown). All 
custodial procedures routine and normal.

No case officer visits to the site are expected today.
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27 July 195b Report

No visitors to the site over the weekend. Subject has been avidly 
writing and reading, smoking about a pack of cigarettes per day. All !
custodial procedures routine.

On 27 July 196b, case officer RYAN interviewed Subject from 1330 
to 1836 hours, discussing__0S7ALD_case. Subject had written on many 
sheets cf paper, mostly answers to questions put to him by the case •
officers. RYAN advised that one of these papers was a lengthy?" letter 
from Subject to Pete (BAGEEY), although the contents were not known •
to RYAN yet. ' i

i
Subject was given a book entitled, "Democracy in Unions" yes- |

terday. No visitors are expected on 28 July, although it is anticipated t
that both the Doctor and RYAN will come to the site tomorrow (29 July).
Subject is in good spirits.

Custodial procedures are normal and routine. I

At the request of OS/lOG, Tom RYAN was requested to initiate action j
with SR/DOB to provide some relief for the cook. Emma has been working !
a 6 day week since early April with Ed SANNER’s wife filling in the I
seventh day.. RYAN was requested to obtain the services of a cook and . |
a helper to work at least 2 days a week and no more than 3 days. RYAN 
will advise. ;

i
29 July 196b Report j

No visitors to site on 28 July. Subject given bath in evening. ’
All site custodial procedures routine. j

A !I
30 July 196b Report , ■

On 29 July the Doctor visited Subject from 1015 to 1115 hours. 
He .pronounced Subject to be in good condition, although Subject still 
claims we arc taking pictures of him. The Doctor rcccrimended no 
changes in routine.
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30 July 19&H Report

Case Officer RYAN interrogated Subject from 1530 to 1800 hours, 
29 July. The discussion concerned the .OSWALD~ca.se, the method (s) 
by which private citizens in USSR get firearms and training and they 
talked about sOme Americans recruited in Paris for bhe KGB.

All custodial procedures routine and normal.

31 July 196b Report

On 30 July 196b, all custodial procedures were routine and normal.
Case officer is expected to come to the site on 31 July 196b.

3 August 196b Report

On 31 July 196b case officer RYAN interrogated Subject from ibOO 
to 1600 hours. They discussed "Intourist", KGB personalities, USSR 
war plans and KGB activities during the "Cuban Crisis". Subject still 
believes we are taking pictures of him.

At 2015 Subject came to the door of- his room, said he wanted to 
talk. In effect, he wanted to get something off his chest. He said 
he could talk because he knew the cameras and recorders were not 
operative at that. hour. He launched into a monologue about his mother, 
father, sister, brother and uncle. Became very emotional, saying that 
he was misunderstood, that he really wants to remain in the US. Spoke 
of his KGB work, recruitment and techniques. Finally at 00b5 hours,; 
1 August, he went to bed.

Remainder of 1 August was uneventful. Sunday 2 August also quiet.

All custodial procedures routine.

SECRET
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5 August I96U

Week of 2? - 31 July 196U

Interrogation on 27 July 196k ran from 133^ to 1828 hours. With 
the exception of social amenities and a review of the notes SUBJECT had 
made since his last interview with the Case Officer, the interrogation 
consisted of a review of the OSWALD case. It was based on a verbatim 
transcript the Case Officer had typed from the 3 July 196U tape. The 
Case Officer (Thomas RYAN) questioned SUBJECT on why KGB did not do 
certain things such as run an investigation of OSWALD, check into his 
Marine experience, etc.

On 29 July 19611- (a.m.) the doctor made his weekly examination of 
the SUBJECT. SUBJECT gave a brief run-down of his personal life before 
his father died in 1958, said he was being kept in confinement because 
he is trying to help us and said we are still taking pictures of him but . * 
the clicking has become quieter.

_Qit_2.9_jIulyw_196k interrogation ran from 1530 hours to 1802 hours. 
The OSWALD case was discussed again and the Case Officer’ started a •
discussion on how people obtain and keep guns in their homes in Russia. 
He also wanted, to reconcile the fact that SUBJECT at one time stated 
OSWALD was a poor shot but on another occasion said he was a good marksman.

The Case Officer then went into a discussion of a Paris based, American, 
U. S. Government employee who was recruited by.the KGB. This individual was 
still in Paris in January. 196*+. He would make documents available to KGB so 
they could be photographed and returned to the vault on the same day. 
SUBJECT had no identifying data on this American. The discussion concerned 
the American's contacts, station location, travel routes, etc.

On 31 July 196U interrogation started at 1H16 hours. Questions and 
discussion concerned the Intourist Organization and the extent to which 
it serves as a cover for KGB people, KGB war emergency plans, and the 
extent to which these plans were activated at the time of the U. S./Cuban 
Crisis.

The last item discussed was the ODESSA case. ODESSA i”s the code name 
for an agent’ named CcUPPAlwho was scheduled to go to Tokyo in April 196*1.

Interrogation concluded at 182U hours.

JJB:jms
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The Case Officer then started discussing the case of a Bulgarian, * \ 
GIORGIEV, who was arrested by the Bulgarians in Moscow in 19^3* SUBJECT 
obtained his information on this case from SHERAPIN and Alexander PAPOVICH 

• in 1963. • . ' •

SUBJECT said. GIORGIEV was invited to Moscow in 19&3 at the suggestion 
of the Bulgarian MVD. He was settled in the Metropole Hotel and kept 
under TV surveillance. While he was in Moscow his rooms in Bulgaria 
were searched and evidence was found (radio) which was sufficient for 
the Deputy Chief of the Bulgarian MVD to go to Moscow, arrest him and 
return him to Bulgaria for questioning and trial or court, martial. :

SUBJECT went to Bulgaria in 1961 to help them on American cases. ’ 
He stated there was no suspicion of GIORGIEV-at that time. GIORGIEV 
had worked in the United States and was believed to have been recruited 
at that time, . .. . . .. -

The Bulgarians, on confronting GIORGIEV in the Metropole Hotel, 
said, “George DUVAL, you’re under arrest”. , *

At this point the interview ended and SUBJECT asked the Case Officer 
’ to congratulate the boys and wish them all a good holiday for him. He 
did this when the Case Officer said he did not think he would be back • 
on 3 July. .. .

Friday. 3 July 196U_ - The Case Officer wanted to discuss the KGB 
involvement in the OSWALD case.

. SUBJECT said he did not know that OSWALD went to Moscow from Helsinki 
but that OSWALD’S visa application was processed in the normal manner •. 
and KGB had a copy .of the visa application. Russian Ihabassies, since 
196O> have authority to issue visas in three to five days after application.

OSWALD applied orally, and later in writing, for Soviet citizenship. 
A copy of the written request went to KGB. A copy of this request was 

~ sent to the Supreme Soviet after OSWALD slashed his wrists.

KGB studied reports on OSWALD prepared by Case Officer KRUZNOF and 
decided OSWALD was not normal so he was of no interest to KGB and was 
not considered desirable for Soviet citizenship. His file was sent to 
Minsk because he was to live and work in Minsk.
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The American Embassy was not informed of his suicide attempt "because • 
he was going to leave the country and he was not an important person.

While OSWALD was in Minsk he received a stipend from the Red Cross.

KGB had information on Marina OSWALD only after she announced her ; 
intention to marxy him. A record check, neighborhood, and employment/ 
check on her showed that she was a simple, normal, not clever person, 
and she was not in the Young Communist League "because she did not pay 
her dues. Some investigative reports said she was stupid.

KGB did not consider using her in any capacity.- - .

She has an uncle who is a Lieutenant Colonel in the Minsk militia. •

She must "be-illegitimate "because she does "not use or. know her father?s.-r 
name-.-,-’•/. •">■

The only surveillance ever put on OSWALD was an agent and there: was 
never any on Marina.." ■ .

After their marriage her pay was increased to impress the foreigner 
she married. ... . .. /.. a ."V--

She was not asked to stay in Russia after marriage because he was 
to leave and Russians believe a husband and wife should be together 
(unless one is a high level person). <_.■■. J

Neither of the OSWALDS got any briefing or instructions before 
leaving Moscow.

In addition to KRUZNOF and the SUBJECT, UJBAS and MJSHKDV were 
the KGB Agents in Moscow who knew of the OSWALD case before the 
assassination. A Department Chief, JOMOKOV, and five other KGB Case 
Officers knew of the.case after the assassination. ' • .

KGB considered OSWALD an American citizen because he had been 
denied Soviet citizenship.

KGB did not know any of OSWALD’S personal contacts in Russia.

Some of the Intourist people OSWALD dealt with were KGB Agents < 
or contacts.

. SECRET \
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OSWALD’S case was not the same as other Americans in Russia because 
he was considered not normal and he was not considered a defector as 
were MARTIN and MITCHELL.

SUBJECT heard that OSWALD applied in Mexico foi’ return to Russia. 
Word went.from Mexico to the First Main Directorate to the Second Main 
Directorate. Second Main Directorate told First Main Directorate that 
he had tried suicide in Russia, married a Soviet citizen, departed Russia 
and was considered not normal so the request should be rejected.

SUBJECT was then shown some photographs and he said he had seen a 
picture of Marina OSWALD in a magazine.

A long list of names was read and shown to SUBJECT but he’ failed 
to identify any of them. Many of the names were of people in Minsk.

JJB: jms
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TO BE OPETIED BY ADDRESSEE OHLY

District Field Office 
11 March ip64

tESlORAI'lXJM FOR: Headquarters

SUBJECT :
’'262 622 C8B/1

1. Reference in made to Headquarters letter of assignment in 
this case dated U Ilsrch 1.96*^

2. During the period 20-28 February 196U, while SUBJECT vug 
under the protective custody of Special AgentG Stanley C. LACH, 
George R. BREWER and Alfred B. I-fcCARRAGHY, SUBJECT voluntarily 
furnished information concerning his ba’ckground and activities, 
us well as other information of operational interest, the substance 
of which is set forth in the succeeding paragraphs• It is to be 
noted- that ut-na.tlnw did^any. of the- above-named agents solicit.. .. . 
any of this information or mil-.e. inquiries ’ of the SUBJECT regarding ' ’
any of the matters discussed by hii.1. SUBJECT spontaneously related 
these incidents in casual conversation during leisure periods end 
while enroute with the agents to and from places of entertainment etc. 
In most cases newspapers, magazines and TV'programs prompted the 
SUBJECT to make comments relative to these matters. Following is 
a summarization of this information:

SBORTS, HOBBIES

(a) On 20 February .1.96*1- SUBJECT disclosed that he enjoys the 
following sports: football, hockey and billiards.

FOREIGN TRAVEL ' . \ '
। •,’ivuuiy *31

(b) He also revealed that he hoo previously Icon in tho^Unitcd 
States while enroute to Cuba, Venezuela and other* Latin American 
countries. 110 has at one time or* another during his service with the 
KGB visited and worked on operational projects for* the Soviet Union 
In irra.eticnliy all of the countries of Europe; however, he has never
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traveled to the Far Eaet, except while handling an agent who was 
active against the Japanese. He (SUBJECT) stayed in the Kurile 
Islands which are within sight of Japan. This was in 19^9* He 
said that he was active in the- picking up of agents by plane and 
chip in this area. >

FAMILY BACKGROUND

(c) In the latter part, of the evening on this came date, 
20 February I96H, the SUBJECT stated that his father was a member 
of the Communist Central Committee, one of the first northers of 
the Communist Fai’ty, and that ho had great respect for his father. 
The SUBJECT also indicated that his fnthox’ was a shipbuildei’ and 
later became one of the first to organize and set up the Russian 
Atomic Energy Plant. It was during th:a latter activity that he 
(the SUBJECT’S father) end three other off idols cuh» in contact, 
with radiation, which affected his father’s liver and a few years 
later ot the age of 5^ his father died of cancer. The SUBJECT 
went on to state that his father, being a very prominent Communist, 
was given treatment for this cancel' in a special hospital which is 
located in the hills outside of the city of Moscow, and during his 
tenure in this hospital the family redded with his father. They 
had five room living quarters beside the room in which his father 
was confined.- Tills privilege, he said, is only given to the especially 
prominent VIPs of the Communist Party, indicating that his father was 
one of the top men in the Communist Party.

i u.TjItary activity

(d) The SUBJECT revealed that in I9H9, nt the age of 16, ho vf.s 
a Naval Cadet. Ho was called into the service before graduating from 
what is our equivalent of a high school. Ko had taken part in the 
fighting in the Black Sea Area where he described h’nd-to-hnnd combat 
with Germans, claimed he was wounded, ond because of his bravery he 
was awarded the Soviet Order t-iidal and the Order of Stalin. The SUBJECT 
stated this was unusual for a person of his age and gained him great 
respect. At the end of the war he had no more desire for military life 
although his superiors tried to keep him in the military. Instead, he 
went for four years to the Institute of Foreign Relations and learned 
the English language. Upon graduation, a man c--wxj to him and told him 
that he had a Job lined up for him. He stated that this actually i.-as 
more like being ordered to take this particular Job which turned cut

-2-
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fLESHIK, George M. (A)} 
P262622 C SD/1

to bo with the Naval Intelligence. Ila claimed that there were two 
military intelligence organizaticns at the tine, the Ilaval and the 
Ground Force military type.

LEG OSWALD III RUSSIA

(e) On 23 February l^dh, no SUBJECT approached the table for 
the evening meal, he noted that the Timo magazine 1; ing on the coffee 
table in the living room had a picture of Ikiric OSWALD. As he sat 
doun ha hit the table with his fist and said, "I fed. that I could 
have stoppod OSWALD”. At this point Special Agent Stanley C. IACII 
asked him ’’how?”. lie proceeded to state that he (SUOJECl) was head 
of the RGB Tourist and Visitors Section which kept control over the 
activities of OSWALD while ho rns in the Soviet Union. Ila said at 
the tine, OSWALD was of no special concern or interest to the RGB 
because ho lacked intelligence background. Therefore, when ho applied 
for ixninission to leave Russia, they (IJ’B) under hia (SUBJECT) direction 
informed OSWALD that he would have to t:i::kc his application through the 
appropriate channels of the State repartment, who in 'uxn would request 
his release from the Russian counteiparbs in handling of visas. This 
he said, whs nil done for propaganda .-nd .show purposes.. Ito wont on to 
state 'that- if they really wonted'“to- release OSWALD, it could have been 
done on the spur of the moment, but since OSWALD had nothing and was 
not woith anything, they decided that this was an opportunity to show 
the American State Department that they did not r.iind releasing individ
uals if they applied for release through the-appropriate channels. 
Prior to this application foi’ release of OSWALD, the SUBJECT stated 
that since he was of no particular intereot to them and there was 
nothing in Moscow that they could use him foi* or place him into, they 
decided that they would send OSI'ALD to Minsk whore he would be placed 
in a factory working on .radios in the hope that some training in the 

.electrical and electronic field might result in his development into 
an electronics engineer; however, he «?u«(wd no capability in this field. 
The SUBJECT then stated that it van J>u;b at this period, before sending 
OSWALD to Minsk, that a very strange thing .hapixmcd.

t

OSWALD was supposed to have a mooting with a txnvel agent in regard 
to preparations for his going to Minsk nt h- o’clock in the afternoon. 
At 6 o'clock ho still did not report to the travel agent, so the travel 

, agent decided to go to the hotel whore OSWALD van staying to see if he 
could locate him. When ho got to the hotel he asked the clerk if OSWALD

SECRET
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xttis in his room, ilia clerk nodded affirmatively, mvl the travel agent 
jiroccedcd to OSWALD’S room. Ho tried the door, but the dcox* was lo’od. 
He knocked, cot no response, and then with the assistance of the clc k 
they broke into the room and found OSWALD lying across the bod with both 
of his wrists slashed. The travel agent and the clerk responded immediately 
by taking OSWALD to the near-by vodical facility where he was given blood 
transfusion? and after u period of tirrj regained his ctren^h. During the 
investigation the following day the SUBJECT stated that the doctor Indicated 
that had OSWALD not been found for approximately ton more minutes, he would 
have been dead. It is here that the SUBJECT again pounded the table and 
said if the travel agent had not broken into the room, but had instead 
contacted tile KGB Office like they are instructed to when they dp not 
ret any response from people with whom they have appointments, that he 
(SUBJECT) weald have most likely directed the travel agent to forget 
about him, and on the following day or later thdt evening he would have 
sent one of the KGB agents to check on OSWALD, nt which timo>he would 
have been found dead. This, he vent on to state, is whnb hurts him 
when he realizes that he could have been instnur.sntul in disposing of 
OSWALD without any special inquiiy or roriouc investigation, OCWATD 
being nothing, and at the same time today the Frosidcnt of the United 
States,. President XJJNBEDr, would bo alive. The SUBJECT then, wont on’ ‘
to state that after OGWALD was cent to Minsk it was there that lie mot 
Marie. Like himself (OSWALD), Karie was a girl from a peasant family 
with no special background and somewhat Illiterate. It was because 
of hoi’ poor background that she vas given permission to marry OSWALD 
and return to the United States as his wife.

The SUBJECT then went on to describe what took place cn the day 
that President lOiiniEDf was assassinated. lie raid that this vas actually 
on Saturday in Moscow, the 22nd of JTovumbar. Ke was home at the time 
and happened to have the radio on, vl»n he hoard that the President of 
the United States had been assassinated. Anpraciixvtc.1y one hour later, 
the radio informed him that the assassin was Leo- OSWALD. Hits announcement, 
ha said, really stunned hin. lie grabbed Iris cor.it and dashed to hits office. 
Immediately upon his arrival lie ccarched for the OSWALD file. When ho 
found the file he rcvio’.rcd it and found that OSWALD had not been ur-cd 
or even approached for use by the Russian Intelligence. He put in a 
long distance call to the Chief of the KGB Section in Minsk and inquired 
whether they hud used, trained or prepared OSWALD in any way for intelli
gence activity. The Chief informed him that according to what he could 
recall, they had nob made any use of OSWALD. Juct about this time, he 
(SUBJECT) stated that his superior walked into the office and directed
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the SUBJECT to get all the inforrntion available on OSWALD and. prepai'e 
a curunary to be furnished ths top officials of the Couimunist Forty. 
The SUBJECT then directed the KGB Agent in Minsk to like vice prepare 
a auumaxy of his file on OSWALD and inrormod him th t within twenty 
minutes a KGB agent would arrive by cp’dal military plane to pick 
up the summary for return to Moscow’, He said this t-as accomplished, 
and within one hour they were ni’eimring a detailed report on OSWALD’S 
activity in Russia. This, concluded the SUBJECT, is the story of 
OSWALD in Russia.

C. P. AIQLTLXATIOH

(f) The SUBJECT also indicated that he did not join the Communist 
Party until he was 27 years old, end ho did this out of respect to his 
father, vlxo at the time was on his death bed and ached him (SUBJECT) 
whether he would do him one more favor before he died. That is how 
the SUBJECT stated he joined the Communist Party. Otheiarlsc, he probably 
would not have been a member to this day.

DIPLOMATS ABD irfWLIGEKCB TYPi^

(g) The-SUBJECT stated that the KGB are able to differentiate 
between Americans who arc assigned to I ioscow and ere actually the 
State Department typo, from those vho have.an intelligence background, 
by the fact that the intelligence type of people do not aecociato with 
the Russian girls, that is they will net go out with them alone, whereas 
the State Dopaitnient type will. Also, over a period of a month or two, 
th ;y invariably ai’e able to find evidence that the intelligence types 
have been masturbating. Thia is usually detected through close exam
ination of the individual’s towels and Led sheets.

RUSSIAN U-l AIRCRAFT

(h) On 25 Fcbruniy l£ult during ths evening vic.il, a discussion was 
had x’ognrding the roeeut nirplanc evatsbes noted in the newspapers and on 
TV in the United States. The SUBJECT commented that lie has a lot of 
friends who arc test pilots and who are now engaged in testing what he 
referred to as a U-l type of aircraft that is factor than any other 
airci’aft in the voi'ld. He added that these friends arc highly paid 
but they Iriva veiy dangerous jobs.
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SUBJECT'S FATHER

(i) The SUBJECT uIgo made reference to his father during this 
meal, describing him as a very tall and extremely v 11-built individual 
and one who was extremely intelligent rud a ’.self-mace, self-educated 
nan. He learned the shipbuilding trade mostly through his own research 
and study, and also from the SUBJECT'S grandfather, ’..’’no '.as one of the 
first shipbuilders in Russia* The SUBJECT added th’t his grandfathoi’ 
died at the age of He also stated that aftex- the death of his 
father, a. memorial was built in his memory since he was considered 
a very capable director of the government shipping industry. That 
tod about the last time he saw his mothm* and brother and sister, as 
they all went to tills ceremony in honor of his father. He also 
indicated that 'there was a periodical which gave a complete run-down 
on his family background, including that of his grandfather and his 
father, and it vaa well publicized; and this he believes hud a lot 
to do with his being able to got some special preference and move 
along as fast as he did in the RGB .orgnnization. »

KGB PRESSURE OH FAMILY

(j) On 27 February 19^!- during lunch, the SUBJECT stated that he 
Jias been informed that the KGB is putting pressure on his immediate 
family, particularly his mother. However, he said he wao not overly 
worried about.her because she is well-off financially, and being up 
in age there is not much they can do to her. However, what conccins 
him most is the fact that they have already started to play on the 
sympathies of his two childx'cn and his'wife. The SUBJECT stated that 
he was anticipating this; however, he Rid not think that they would 
stuxt so soon to pressure the family. However, he does have some hope 
that in due time he may be able to get his family out of Russia. This 
hope he said was given to him by the Chief of SR Division.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PWn>iWCIOH

(k) On 25 February 19^r during a sightseeing, tciu' of Washington 
by vehicle, as we passed the Library of Congress, the SUBJECT pointed 
to the building arid stated that ”we Ivxve people working in there". 
Special Agent Stanley C. LACH said, "who is ’we'?" and the SUBJECT 
e,nGwei’ed, ''KGB". He continued T>y stating that this was a good place 
to place people because they could x’oadily loom by ^ust watching 
wlmt research tos being done in the Lil raxy of Congress Ly the military

SECRET
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and thereby get an idea as to what the military voa planning in the 
v:y of armaments and things of that nature. The SUBJECT also advised 
that the responsibility foi’ getting information cuircptitiously from 
American Embassies in foreign countries who employ indigenous personnel 
falls within the confines of the KGB. He stated that the vay they go 
about this is to work through the indigenous personnel and ari’nnge to 
enter the embassy at special times during the night. They would first 
make a close cui-vey and a photograph of the area in which the embassy 
keeps its classified material, then they would subsequently enter this 
area and open up the safes. hen he was n sked how this done he 
stated, "oh, combinations to safes are not hard to acquire". He said 
that the important and difficult pai’t of this activity is taking the 
.material out nnd photographing it and then placing it exactly as it 
was before they touched it.

SECRET
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APPEAL AND LITIGATION REVIEW FORM

I '' V.»b dated

( ) Previously denied in toto under exemption(s) of

( ) Segregable portions previously released;; excised portions exempted under 
of

Located during the DO appeals review.

( ) Referred to DO for review by

J. further description, identification, comments, and/or referrals, etc.

4. RECOMMEND:I

) Sustain initial denial in toto under exemption(s) 
( ) ADD exemption (s);. 
( ) DROP exemption (s),.

of

Sustain initial release of sanitized version with 
________ _________of.

excised portions exempted under

( ) ADD exemption(s)_ 
( ) DROP exemption(s)

Release additional information with excised portions exempted under 
of

•eny document in toto under exemption(s)

5. The

Release a sanitized version .with-.excised portions exempted under
—(Wi) / (b)(3) —Fo/4 ■
exemptions cited above are being claimed to protect the following:

Information from a foreign liaison service 
In tion pertaining to a foreign liaison relationship 

5rmation which would/could identify the source 
formation pertaining to a source

QxT^Information pertaining to intelligence methods
( ) Location of CIA overseas installation
( ) Location of unacknowledged domestic installation
( '}zName/-of CIA employee/'
( ) File number
( ) Pseudonym
( ) C^yptonym
\(t^'lnternal organizational data 
y) Name of FBI agents
( ) FBI file number
( ) Privacy of other individual
( ) OTHER *1

6. COMMENTS and/or SPECIAL INSTRUCTION

7 During the DO classification review, the attached, which 
, was:

was marked as

maintained 
classified to: L 
declassified' 
desensitized 
downgraded to __

When detached from att.
□ dcl Qrvw______
ORC 018207 EXT 

RSN DATE

7’ 4121 f. I CONFIOENT’Al. f 1 SECRET n top SECRET
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»
1’

. ‘-TYPE /’
• __ _

T'yIEar 
«

NUMBER DOC. NO. NEW DOCUMENT RECORD

Ob-
p -....................

3743 q? Jnstrvcfions fo* Divisions and Staff*:
1» Fill in and Sign on lino IT. i*
2. Use back of form for any additional cornmrnf*.

2

DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION (Circle if appropriate) (30 CHARACTERS) j DAY month YEAR

CADLE 
DISPATCH

■ FORM ■ •’••• /.' .

•' LETTER s ’ Vi 'i\
■ . . . . ■ ;

- AIRGRAM .

OCT 7<y”
Kt f* O H T'r* K' .7
FROM/oSlGINATOR (X CHARACTERS) ____ ] ■„ TO/RECIPIENT (30 CHARACTERS)

SAG-,

SUBJECT (60 CHARACTERS) | 

1>OCS RSlATV^G- 7& 4FK.

4
CLASS WHERE LOCATED (10 Q4ARACTERS) | REFERRED BY (10 CHARACTERS) ODO 1 DO FILE NUMBER (20 CHARACTERS) | ,

s 1 '. ' i

Im'S

EXEMPTIONS AND PROVISIONS CLAIMED <40 CHARACTERS)

6
T/ L

REVIEW ।

DATE 
OF 

REVIEW

DAY month Y E A R

/F i%8 a

7

Determinations:
• A. Release in full text

_____B. Release in sanitized form
C. Deny in toto
D. Defer decision to (Specify in line 8)
H, Coordinate with (Specify in line 8)

___ E. Sustain initial denial in toto 
____ F. Sustain initial release of 

of sanitized version
. _____ G. Release additional information

8
D65ER CfciaStCN TO i 10 CHARACTERSi COORDINATE WITH (10 CHARACTERS) New 

CLASS
i J 1 •

■xZ/ z-i2 &--A

__ _________ f >) .. -Z /----------------------------------------
SIGNATURE OF DO/IMSZFPLO ReVli’AlNG OFFICER

S£,CIj qfe

E.O. 150659 PA 
B Jt JIS J1C KI

Exemptions and Provisions claimed to protect the following:
Bl B2 83 B4 B5 66370

> FOIA PA1/*^ 1. Classification (b) (1)
2. Information from liaison with a Foreign Government (b)(3)

(k) (1)
(j)(l)(b)(c)

10

______ 3. Information pertaining to a liaison (b)(3) 
relationship with a Foreign Government

______ 4. Information which would/could identify the (b) (3) 
source

✓ 5. Information pertaining to a source (b)(3)
6. Information pertaining to intelligence methods (b)(3)

______ 7. Location of CIA overseas installation ~ (b) (3) 
______ 8. Location of unacknowledged domestic (b)(3)

(j) (1) (b) (c)

(j) (1) (b)

(j) (1) (b)
(j) (1) (b)
(3)(1) (b)
(j) (1) (b)

* installation
v< 9. Name of CIA employee (b)(3)

__________ 10. File number (b)(3)
__________ 11. Pseudonym (b)(3)
____ z 12. Cryptonym (b)(3)

(j) (1) (b) 
(j)(1) (b) 
(j)(1) (b) 
(j)(1) (b)

13. Internal organizational data (b)(3) (j)(1)(b)
______14. Name of an FBI agent (b)(7)(c)(j)(1)(b)

15. FBI file, number (b)(2) (j) (1) (b)
>16. Privacy; of other individual (b)(6) (b)

*Sr 17. Does not pertain to request 
______19. Other (Specify in line 11) *

7 ■ ■ «.. lj. •
REMARKS (IF OTHER WAS CHECKED ABOVE) (AC CHARACTERS!

12

14

REMARKS H60 CHARACTERS) |

JFK. t»c i (,4*1 -i qi ft .

TJu* Is UncfairT’H U«‘»m TN* Ci’q»>»Ikovu* CS»vK« 
one/ The InfonrujHon

CL’FCl Qpf/w ........... .................... ...... .............
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SECRET
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cable form
oispjfcTicn letter

*ffBSoRT AIRGRAM

OCT 7^
FROM/ORIGINATOR (30 CHARACTERS)

3

4
OO FILE NUMBER (20 CHARACTERS)CLASS WHERE LOCATED (10 CHARACTERS) REFERRED BY (10 CHARACTERS) ” DOO I

s
SUBJECT (80 CHARACTERS)

TYPE 
OF 

REVIEW

Determinations: ' .
____ /k. Release in full text 

Release in sanitized form 
Deny in toto

D. Defer decision to (Specify in line 8)
H. Coordinate with (Specify in line 8)

DEFER DECISION TO (10 CHARACTERS) COO ROI NATE WITH (10 CHARACTERS) NEW 
CLASS

se.eij cyfe

A

DAY MONTH YEAR

L
DATE 

OF 
REVIEW n #8 &

EXEMPTIONS ANO PROVISIONS CLAIMED (40 CHARACTERS)

9
Bl B2 83 84.85 86 B7C

10

11

12

13

14

E.
F.

G

Sustain initial denial in toto 
Sustain initial release of 
of sanitized version
Release additional information

8 JI JIB J1C KI

Exemptions and Provisions claimed to protect, the-following:

1. Classification
2. Information from liaison with a Foreign Government 
3x Information pertaining to a liaison
' relationship with a Foreign Government
4. Information which woiild/could identify the 

source 
Information pertaining to a source 
Information pertaining to intelligence methods 
Location 
Location
installation 
Name of CIA employee

5.
6.
7.
8.

of CIA overseas installation 
of unacknowledged domestic

9
10. File number
11. Pseudonym
12. Cryptonym
13. Internal organizational dat<
14. Name of an FBI agent
15. FBI file number
16. Privacy of other individual
17. Does not pertain to request
19. Other (Specify in line 11)

REMARKS (IF OTHER WAS CHECKED ABOVE) (40 CHARACTERS)

REMARKS <160 CHARACTER!

JFK. Doc

E.O. 12085

FOIA PA
(b) (1) (k) (1)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b) (c)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b) (c)

(b)(3) (j) (1) (b)

(b) (3). (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j)(1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)

(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (3) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (7) (c) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (2) (j) (1) (b)
(b) (6) (b)
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